
Incident & Event 
Management
Improve EHS performance by 
tracking and analyzing incidents 
and other events

Capture incident, near misses, and 
other events from any device

Collaborate on Root Cause 
Analysis (RCA) and investigations

Analyze trends using filters and 
interactive dashboards 

Initiate and track Corrective 
Actions to closure

Generate OSHA 300, 300A, 301 
and other types of reports
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SOLUTION OVERVIEW 
On average, more than 500 workers are injured in the U.S. 
every hour of the workweek costing companies billions 
in lost time, worker’s compensation, property damage, 
legal fees, and penalties. Additionally, reported incidents 
represent only a small percentage of total incidents, making 
it difficult for organizations to get an accurate picture of their 
overall risk. To safeguard employees, reduce environmental 
impacts, and minimize loss, EHS leaders need to understand 
incidents and near misses in depth, in detail, and in context. 

Dakota Scout simplifies tracking of injuries, environmental 
incidents, motor vehicle accidents, and other events 
and helps to proactively improve EHS performance and 
regulatory compliance. Using interactive dashboards, EHS 
leaders can analyze data to identify trends and correlations 
across their locations. Site leaders can easily satisfy OSHA 
Recordkeeping requirements by generating 300 and 300a 
reports as well as FROI reports.



Platform Features

   User Engagement
Easy access via Single sign-on (SSO)
In-product Guides and contextual Help menus
Live Chat, Web Training, and User Events

   Enhanced Collaboration
Multi-language translation of menus and forms
Centralized, secure repository for documents 
Time-stamped event log of all user actions
User-defined email notifications and reminders

   Flexible & Accessible
Configurable locations, forms, dashboards, and alerts
Permission-based access by User Profile & Personality
Device-aware, mobile-optimized user interface

   Business Intelligence
System and user-defined data views & dashboards 
Standard and configurable outputs & reports
Interactive data exploration using Parametric FilteringTM 
Configurable Home Screen with one-click data access 
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“Scout  is a one-stop-shop that 
allows our global workforce to 
report incidents centrally while 
simplifying data analysis and 
month-end reporting.”   

Report incidents from anywhere
To promote a culture of safety, incident reporting needs to be simple and 
include a feedback loop. Dakota Scout allows any employee, even those 
without a user account, to report incidents from any device. Email alerts 
provide a record of each report and help to keep EHS leaders informed. 

Simplify analysis and reporting 
Scout transforms incident management from reactive to proactive. Its 
interactive dashboards provide an elegantly simple method for analyzing 
trends, evaluating hazards, and pinpointing operational risks. EHS leaders 
can share insights with their teams and output data for external reporting.

Close the loop on Corrective Actions
Using journals, attachments, and alerts, Scout helps to maintain 
accountability and transparency at all levels of the organization. It allows 
users to collaborate on investigations and track Corrective Actions to 
closure providing a holistic view of EHS compliance and performance.

Related Solutions

Action Item Management

EHS Compliance Planning

EHS Audit & Inspection 
Management 

Behavior-Based Safety

Job Hazard Analysis

Management of Change

Waste Management

Air Emissions Tracking

Refrigerant Management

ProActivity Suite
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